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One animal’s waste is the dung beetle’s treasure.
Somewhere in the world right now an animal has just
lightened its load. The dung beetles can smell it. They race to
the scene by the thousands, intent on snagging their share of
the precious poop.
Think dung is gross? For a dung beetle, it’s food, drink, and
fuel for new life. Think dung beetles are disgusting? Take a
closer look, and discover the beauty of these diamonds in the
dung.
Simple science text and dramatic illustrations give a close-up
view and the back matter includes instructions for finding
dung beetles, fun facts, a glossary, and a selected
bibliography.

Pre-Reading Discussion Questions
Look closely at the book.
 What do you think this book will be about?
 What does the wrap-around cover tell us about the
book?
 What do the size and shape tell you about the contents?
 Where do you think the action depicted on the cover
takes place?

Think about the title.
 Do you know what dung is?
 What other kinds of beetles can you name?
 What do you think dung beetles do?
 What might be “beautiful” about the dung beetle?
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“The lowly dung beetle was exalted in
ancient Egypt, and its vital role in
nature is beautifully recognized once
again.”
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After Reading Discussion Questions


Where can dung beetles be found?



How does a dung beetle find recently dropped dung?



What do the dung beetles take from the dung?



How many types of dung beetles are there? What are they? How does each group enjoy the poop?



What do rollers do to protect their dung? How about tunnelers? And dwellers?



Where do female roller dung beetles lay their eggs? What about tunnelers?



Young beetles, or grubs, have enormous appetites. What do they eat? How do they get the food? Do
roller grubs get food differently from tunneler grubs? Differently from dweller grubs?



What are dung beetles ancient symbols of? What did the Ancient Egyptians call them?



Which animal’s dung attracts the most and largest dung beetles?

Behold the Beautiful Dung Beetle
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